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We present a method for density-functional modeling of metallic overlayers grown on a support. It offers a useful tool to study nanostructures, combining the power of self-consistent pseudopotential calculations with the simplicity of a one-dimensional approach. The model is illustrated for Pb layers grown on the Cu(111) surface. The analysis provides the strength of the electron confinement barriers in thin slabs with accuracy, supporting the interpretation of the quantum well state spectra measured by scanning tunneling spectroscopy. On the other hand, it offers a benchmark to check the simple analytical models commonly used in the literature to study metallic films on semiconducting or metallic surfaces. As a result, some deficiencies are detected in the applicability of those models, which often lead to an overestimation of the number of wetting layers. Finally, an improved formula is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to manufacture nanostructures on solid surfaces by controlled-growth or atomic-manipulation techniques has increased enormously during the last decades.1,2 At the same time, spectroscopic methods to study different physical properties and phenomena of these structures have also experienced huge development. In understanding and interpreting the ensuing experimental results, rich in quantum phenomena, accurate theoretical and computational modeling plays a vital role.

A widely studied phenomenon is the growth of thin Pb films or extended Pb islands on solids, for example, on Si or Cu surfaces. These systems provide a laboratory to test the so-called quantum size effects (QSE) arising because of the electron confinement perpendicular to the surface. The confinement results in discrete energy levels, the so-called quantum well states (QWSs). With the increasing film thickness, QWSs become occupied, producing oscillations in the total energy, work function, and other physical properties. The oscillations in energy are the origin of the “magic” islands heights.3–6 In a previous publication11 we successfully applied a one-dimensional (1D) pseudopotential model to gain physical insight into the magic heights of Pb islands on Cu(111), by studying the energetics of that system. In fact, the beating pattern obtained has been measured in the Pb/Si(111) system.17 In contrast, in the present paper we focus on the determination of confinement barriers.

The most important feature characterizing an overlayer or a nanoisland is its height. However, measurements based on different physical processes may provide different values. X-ray diffraction18 can be used to directly determine the number of atomic monolayers (ML) in thin films. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)1 gives the thickness of finite nanoislands. In helium atom scattering (HAS) the specular returning point of He atoms is measured.4,19 STM and HAS reflect the electron-density profile of the surface.4,19 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measures the QWS spectrum, and the width of the quantum well confining the electrons is evaluated from it.20 In addition to the overlayer-vacuum surface profile, the QWS spectrum is also sensitive to properties of the substrate-overlayer interface. The information about the confining quantum well is important not only for determining the film thickness but also for the understanding and controlling the so-called electronic growth mode.

Pb islands grown on Cu(111) were recently studied by Otero et al. They fitted the QWS spectra measured by STS using the finite-potential-well model and unexpectedly found that, actually, the infinitely high-potential barriers give a better fit than the more realistic finite barriers. There are also recent STS measurements of QWSs in Pb layers on Si(111).11,21,22 The effective thickness of the Pb overlayer is then obtained by fitting the energy differences of the consecutive states. This is not very accurate and, in fact, there are contradictory results in the literature on the thickness of the wetting layer, ranging from 1 ML (Refs. 7–9) to 3 ML,10,11,21,22 Our aim is to develop the formalism for the determination of confinement barriers in order to resolve the dilemma of these measurements of Pb on Cu or Si substrates.

There are several theoretical works devoted to the study of QSE in thin films, within the density functional theory (DFT). First-principles atomistic approaches23–31 or jellium models32–36 have been used. Usually, because of the high computational demand, the substrate is not included, and the electronic structure is calculated for a slab describing the overlayer only. The work by Hong et al.37 for Pb/Si(111) is one exception. On the other hand, there are several simple analytical models used for the confinement barriers,20,21,38 but a priori assumptions about the barrier type, its position, or quantum numbers of the measured states can lead to an erroneous interpretation of the experiments. The simplifications made in the modeling effectively hinder the analysis of the experimental results.
In the present work we perform self-consistent electronic structure calculations, including the effect of the substrate-film boundary, so that the penetration of the QWS into the substrate is realistically described. Second, with our self-consistent results we study the above-mentioned simple analytical models and point out their deficiencies as well as the most important factors for the proper description of the electron confinement. This knowledge is especially important when using these models in analyzing the STS results for completely covered substrates or for systems with wetting layers of unknown thicknesses. A pragmatic aim of the present paper is to document the construction of the un-screened 1D pseudopotential and provide a simple parametrization that can be used in future studies, e.g., for different nanostructures on surfaces.

In Sec. II we report the construction of the Cu(111) pseudopotential and the resulting self-consistent electronic structures for the Pb/Cu(111) system. InSecs. III and IV we describe analytical models to calculate the confinement barriers, whose reliability is analyzed by applying them to the results of the self-consistent calculations. Finally, in Sec. V an improvement to the analytical expressions is introduced in order to acquire accuracy in their determination. Section VI contains the conclusions of the work. Atomic units (i.e., \( \hbar = e^2 = m = 1 \) and distances measured in Bohr radius units \( a_0 = 0.53 \, \text{Å} \)) will be used throughout this work, unless otherwise specified.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL PSEUDOPOTENTIAL MODEL

A. Construction of the pseudopotential

The present calculations are performed in the framework of the DFT (Ref. 39) within the local density approximation (LDA).40,41 Instead of finite Pb islands we consider infinitely extended films on the Cu surface. This is justified because in the experiments3,20 considered the characteristic lateral dimension of the Pb islands is around 1000\( a_0 \), so that the lateral electron-confinement effects are irrelevant. We assume perfect translational invariance, i.e., a homogeneous free-electron gas, along the surface (xy plane). Hence, single-particle wave functions are taken to be of the form

\[
\Phi(r) = \psi_n(z)e^{i(k_x x + k_y y)},
\]

where \( \psi_n(z) \) is the wave function in the direction perpendicular to the surface, and plane waves are used for the surface parallel directions. The eigenenergies are given by

\[
e_n = \epsilon_n + \frac{k^2}{2},
\]

where \( \epsilon_n \) being the eigenvalue of the \( n \)th perpendicular state \( \psi_n(z) \) describes the bottom of the \( n \)th subband. Kohn-Sham equations are solved numerically only in the \( z \) direction (1D problem) that enables the calculation of electron wave functions extending deep into the Cu substrate and the modeling of systems having tens of Pb ML. The real-space MIKA package42-44 for electronic structure calculations has been used to solve these equations within a model of finite and periodic systems in the \( z \) direction with Dirichlet and periodic boundary conditions used, respectively.

The effective or screened potential of the Kohn-Sham39 equations in the \( z \) direction is written as

\[
V_{\text{eff}}(z) = \int \frac{n_s(z') - n_s(z')}{|r - r'|} dr' + V_{\text{xc}}[n_s(z)] + V_{ps}(z),
\]

where the first term on the right-hand side is the Hartree term \( V_{H}(z) \), which includes the electron density \( n_s(z) \) and the neutralizing rigid positive charge density \( n_s(z) \). The second term gives the LDA exchange-correlation potential. The third term accounts for the pseudopotential that improves the simple jellium scheme. For the supported overlayer system, \( V_{ps}(z) \) has two contributions, one from the Pb overlayer and the other from the Cu(111) substrate. The free electronlike character of Pb at the Fermi level justifies the use of the stabilized jellium or averaged pseudopotential27,45,46 approach to model Pb. In practice, the jellium model allows us to simulate any Pb overlayer thickness.13 The Pb contribution to \( V_{ps}(z) \) stabilizing the electron gas at the density \( n \approx \frac{3/4}{\pi r_s^2} \) corresponding to \( r_s = 2.30 a_0 \) is a constant shift \( V_{\text{stab}} \) relative to the vacuum level restricted to the region of the positive background charge. The stabilized Pb provides a proper work function so that the spilling of the electron density into the vacuum is well described. It also gives a proper value for the bottom of the valence electron band. This guarantees the correct Fermi wavelength \( \lambda_F \), which is of crucial importance for the properties related to the electron confinement.

For the Cu(111) support we have obtained a 1D pseudopotential (see Appendix A), with the positive background density of \( r_s = 2.55 a_0 \) and a surface profile given by a Fermi-like distribution

\[
n_s(z) = \frac{n_s(0) \exp[-(z + D_0) / \Delta z]}{\exp[-(z + D_0) / \Delta z] + 1},
\]

where \( D_0 \) is the surface edge position and \( \Delta z = 0.09 a_0 \) accounts for the smoothing (for numerical reasons) at the edge.

The 1D pseudopotential obtained in Appendix A correctly reproduces the experimental Cu(111) work function and the [111]-projected band structure, including the band gap. In this way, we also obtain the correct confinement potential at the Cu(111)-Pb interface. The method presented for its generation is extensible to other substrates as well and, for the system considered, it can be fitted using the form of Eq. (A1) with \( A_{10} = -1.89 \, \text{eV} \) and \( A_1 = 5.01 \, \text{eV} \).

B. Electronic structure

The main results of this paper are obtained with the pseudopotential for the Cu(111) surface and the stabilized jellium model for the Pb overlayer. In the inset of Fig. 1 we sketch the geometry used in the calculations. In the middle there are 25 ML of Cu and Pb overlayers corresponding up to 23 ML (one ML of Pb is 5.4\( a_0 \)) are attached symmetrically on both sides. Complementary calculations have been performed for unsupported Pb slabs as well.

Figure 1 shows the electron and positive background densities corresponding to the coverage of 4 ML of Pb. We note six Friedel oscillations in the Pb electron density, with the
A wavelength of about half the Fermi wavelength. This kind of well-developed Friedel oscillation pattern commensurate with the thickness of the overlayer is characteristic for the stable “closed shell” or “magic” overlayer systems. In \( \text{Cu}_\text{s} \text{111} \) the electron density oscillates strongly, according to Fig. 1, as a consequence of the oscillating pseudopotential. The electron densities of the corresponding free-standing \( \text{Cu}_\text{s} \text{111} \) and Pb slabs are also given for reference. It is remarkable that the electron density moves from Pb toward \( \text{Cu}_\text{s} \text{111} \), indicating a possible increase in the effective width of the Pb slab. The charge transfer obtained when comparing the Pb/\( \text{Cu}(111) \) system with its free-standing counterparts \( \Delta n \approx n_\text{f}[\text{Pb}/\text{Cu}(111)] - n_\text{f}[\text{Cu}(111)] - n_\text{f}[\text{Pb}] \) reveals charge accumulation at the interface. A small amount of charge (\( \sim 5\% \) of one Pb ML charge) is transferred from Pb to Cu in order to equilibrate their chemical potentials, \( \sim -4.1 \text{ eV} \) and \( -4.94 \text{ eV} \) for Pb and Cu, respectively.

In Fig. 2(a) the effective potential \( V_{\text{eff}} \) and its components are shown; the total pseudopotential \( V_{\text{ps}} \) is not plotted for clearness. The dark gray shadowing gives the rough spatial extension where the localized QWSs can appear because of the \( \text{Cu}(111) \) energy gap. The light gray area marks the potential well between the vacuum barrier and the Pb-Cu interface barrier. This well is created because the potential in Pb is \( \sim 2 \text{ eV} \) lower than the average Cu potential, note the dash-dotted curve corresponding to the stabilized jellium calculation \( V_{\text{SJ}} \).

In Fig. 2(b) the eigenvalues are plotted as a function of the wave vector \( k_z \). The QWSs fall on the dotted parabola, which is the free-electron-model band for Pb. The states extending over the whole Cu-Pb system and forming a continuous band are plotted with open circles. The nearly parabolic band reflects the free-electron character in our description of the Cu substrate. The QWSs in the lower, light gray area have a minor relevance on the electronic properties of the system. In contrast, QWSs in the upper dark gray area play an important role because increasing the Pb thickness lowers the QWS energy and they become occupied one by one, producing the oscillations in the electronic properties.

### III. INTERPRETATION OF STS EXPERIMENTS

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy is capable of resolving energy levels of QWSs. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the experimental results is still difficult.\(^7\)\(^{20}\) Our model pro-

---

**FIG. 1.** Electron density (solid line) and average positive background density (dashed line) for 4 ML of Pb on \( \text{Cu}(111) \). The origin \( z=0 \) is at the Cu-Pb interface. The dotted curves show the electron densities of the free-standing \( \text{Cu}(111) \) and Pb slabs. The dashed-dotted curve shows the charge transfer in the combined system relative to the free-standing \( \text{Cu}(111) \) and Pb slabs. The inset sketches the symmetric geometry used in the calculations in the \( z \) direction.

**FIG. 2.** (a) Effective potential \( V_{\text{eff}}(z) \) (solid line) and its components for 4 ML of Pb on \( \text{Cu}(111) \). The origin \( z=0 \) is at the Cu-Pb interface and the energies are measured with respect to the vacuum level. The potential obtained with the stabilized jellium Cu is shown as well (dashed-dotted line). The vertical dotted lines represent the edges of the Pb slab, and the diamonds mark the atomic Cu planes. (b) Energy eigenvalues as a function of the wave vector \( k_z \). States extended over the whole system (open circles) and QWSs trapped in the Pb layer (filled circles) are distinguished. The dark and light gray areas correspond to the Cu(111) energy gap and the potential well in Pb, respectively. The free-electron-model band parabola in Pb (dotted line) and the Cu and Pb Fermi wave vectors are marked for reference.
provides a good tool to enlighten the problems encountered and to suggest a simple but realistic picture with relevant parameters.

Figure 3 shows the calculated eigenvalues as a function of the number of Pb ML. The comparison with the QWS energy levels measured by Otero et al.\textsuperscript{20} shows a good agreement for large coverage heights. Below 6 ML the correspondence is a bit worse. This can be because of the absence of real crystal structure of the Cu-Pb interface in our model as well as to the interaction with the Cu $d$ electrons omitted in the calculations. The importance of these phenomena decreases as the number of Pb ML increases.

To explain the measured energy eigenvalues Otero et al.\textsuperscript{20} tried the finite-square-potential-well model first but the fit was not satisfactory. However, they obtained a very good agreement by using the infinite-square-potential-well model or by decreasing the width of the finite-square-well by $\sim2.6a_0$.

The fact that the infinite-potential well produces much better results than the more realistic finite-potential well is counterintuitive. It has been proven for slabs,\textsuperscript{32,47} wires\textsuperscript{48,49} and clusters\textsuperscript{50} that the real potential profiles are soft. In fact, it can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that the self-consistent potential is soft, with an effective width increasing as a function of the QWS energy level. On the other hand, this effect seems not to be counterbalanced by the confining potential on the Cu-Pb interface. The QWSs penetrate inside the Cu(111) (see Fig. 5) and the electron density in Fig. 1 moves toward Cu. Nevertheless, a very good agreement with the experiments is obtained with both the infinite-square-potential-well model and soft self-consistent potentials. In addition, a good fit is also obtained with the infinite-square-potential well, but by using increased well widths in order to take into account the wave-function spill out (dotted lines in Fig. 3).

FIG. 3. Energy eigenvalues of QWSs in the Pb overlayer on the Cu(111) surface as a function of the number Pb ML. Open circles and filled diamonds give the calculated and experimental STS values,\textsuperscript{20} respectively. The dotted curves link points calculated with the infinite-potential-well model (see Appendix B) with the effective well width of $D'=D+4.65a_0$.

IV. ANALYSIS WITHIN THE PHASE-ACCUMULATION MODEL

A. Phase shifts

In order to clarify the reasons of contradictions or dissimilar results mentioned above, here we use the phase-accumulation model (see Appendix B) to evaluate the phase shifts for the confinement barriers in our self-consistent calculations. We use the unsupported Pb slab to calculate the phase shift $\delta_{\text{Pb-vac}}$ and then we evaluate the phase shift $\delta_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}}$ in the Pb/Cu(111) system. The procedure used is to choose a QWS with an energy just below the vacuum level and then to identify the corresponding quantum number $n$. After the wave vector $k_s$ is calculated from the kinetic energy $\epsilon=k_s^2/2$, the phase shift $\delta_{\text{Pb-vac}}$ is evaluated for the QWS energy level by Eq. (B1) for the unsupported Pb slab. Increasing the slab thickness, the energy eigenvalue decreases and $\delta_{\text{Pb-vac}}(\epsilon)$ is obtained as a function of the energy. The phase shift depends on the potential profile of the surface. Therefore, we check that it remains unaltered for thicknesses over approximately 2 ML. Finally, we determine, according to Eq. (B2), the shifts in the surface and interface positions, $\delta_{\text{Pb-vac}}(\epsilon)$ and $\delta_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}}(n,\epsilon)$, respectively.

The identification of the quantum number $n$ used in Eq. (B1) is easy for states in free-standing Pb slabs. This is not the case for the QWSs in the Pb/Cu(111) system because, in principle, it is not known how many states are hidden as resonances in the region of delocalized states in Cu [the white area between the gray ones in Fig. 2(b)]. Nevertheless, the local DOS integrated over the Pb overlayer reveals the number of the QWS resonances and, in addition, we have the possibility to plot the eigenfunctions in order to check the identification.

The dependences of the phase and surface position shifts on the energy eigenvalue are shown in Fig. 4. We note that nearly in the whole energy range the shift at the Cu(111)-Pb interface is larger than that at the vacuum side. This means that the wave function penetration into Cu(111) is larger than the spill out into the vacuum. The shift of the effective Pb-vacuum barrier is in agreement with the jellium-model calculations by Stratton,\textsuperscript{47} who obtained the average shift of 1.41$a_0$ between the bottom of the potential well (at $-9.5$ eV) and the Fermi level. The present phase shift also agrees with the atomic pseudopotential results by Wei and Chou.\textsuperscript{21}

The image-potential model [Eq. (B5)] reproduces our results quite well with the exception of the energies close to the vacuum level [Fig. 4(a)]. This is due to the exponential decay of the LDA potential into the vacuum. The empirical formula, Eq. (B6), gives good results at the Cu-Pb interface if one corrects for the known downward shift of $\pi$.\textsuperscript{21} The finite-square-potential-well model does not produce phase shifts in agreement with the self-consistent results.

B. Slab and infinite-square-potential well

Combining the results of Fig. 4 and Eq. (B1) or (B2), the eigenvalues in Fig. 3 are reproduced. (The energy eigenvalues have to be shifted downward by the width 9.5 eV of the occupied energy band). A good qualitative behavior is ob-
FIG. 4. (a) Cu(111)-Pb and Pb-vacuum phase shifts as a function of the QWS eigenenergy (with respect to the Fermi level). Results of our DFT calculations (solid line) and values obtained with Eqs. (B4) and (B5) for the Pb-vacuum interface and with Eq. (B6) for the Cu(111)-Pb interface are shown. (b) Shifts in the effective Cu(111)-Pb interface and Pb surface positions are given by solid and dashed curves, respectively.

Obtained simply by using the mean effective width \( D' \), which is the ideal width \( D \) (the width of the Pb positive background charge in the stabilized-jellium model) increased by \( \sim 4.65a_0 \).

We compare in Fig. 5 our self-consistent DFT calculation for the Pb/Cu(111) system with two simple model calculations. There are 5 ML of Pb on the Cu(111) surface and we plot the electron density of the QWS at \( \varepsilon = -0.53 \) eV. The corresponding state in a free-standing Pb slab is obtained by shifting the left Pb-vacuum boundary by 0.75\( a_0 \) to the left in order to mimic the larger penetration of the wave functions into Cu(111) than into vacuum. The value of 0.75\( a_0 \) reproduces the correct infinite-barrier shift in Fig. 4(b). The eigenenergy of this Pb slab state is also \( -0.53 \) eV. The model based on the phase shifts or on the effective width increase of the infinite-potential well reproduces the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the self-consistent calculation. Then, the good agreement of the self-consistently calculated eigenvalues with the experimental ones, allows one to fit the latter with the width increase \( \delta_0 \). Nevertheless, Otero et al. obtain a good agreement with \( \delta_0 = 0 \).

To explain the contradiction we have compared the infinite-square-potential-well energy spectrum [Eq. (B2) obtained with \( \delta_0 = 0 \)] to our model results corresponding to \( \delta_0 = 0 \). For example, in the latter the quantum number \( n \) for the eigenstates with the nearly constant eigenenergy of 0.65 eV are \( n = 4, 7, 10, \ldots \) for 2, 4, 6, \ldots ML of Pb, respectively. Actually, this is in agreement with the pseudopotential calculations for free-standing Pb slabs. But \( \delta_0 = 0 \) gives the corresponding quantum numbers as \( n = 3, 6, 9, \ldots \), i.e., they are one unit smaller than the correct set. This explains why both models reproduce approximately the same experimental energy spectrum. The wavelength of the states \( n = 3, 6, 9, \ldots \) at 0.65 eV in the infinite-potential well is \( \lambda_{0.65} \). When we increase the width of the slab by \( \lambda_{0.65} \), the states \( n = 4, 7, 10, \ldots \) lie exactly at the same energy. This does not hold for energies far from 0.65 eV (different wavelengths) and the eigenenergy spectra become different. Nevertheless, in the narrow energy window from \(-1\) to 3 eV scanned in experiments, the energy spectra of both models are very similar and fit the experimental results quite well. As a mat-

C. Importance of quantum numbers

The model based on the phase shifts or on the effective width increase of the infinite-potential well reproduces the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the self-consistent calculation. Then, the good agreement of the self-consistently calculated eigenvalues with the experimental ones, allows one to fit the latter with the width increase \( \delta_0 \). Nevertheless, Otero et al. obtain a good agreement with \( \delta_0 = 0 \).

To explain the contradiction we have compared the infinite-square-potential-well energy spectrum [Eq. (B2) obtained with \( \delta_0 = 0 \)] to our model results corresponding to \( \delta_0 = 0 \). For example, in the latter the quantum number \( n \) for the eigenstates with the nearly constant eigenenergy of 0.65 eV are \( n = 4, 7, 10, \ldots \) for 2, 4, 6, \ldots ML of Pb, respectively. Actually, this is in agreement with the pseudopotential calculations for free-standing Pb slabs. But \( \delta_0 = 0 \) gives the corresponding quantum numbers as \( n = 3, 6, 9, \ldots \), i.e., they are one unit smaller than the correct set. This explains why both models reproduce approximately the same experimental energy spectrum. The wavelength of the states \( n = 3, 6, 9, \ldots \) at 0.65 eV in the infinite-potential well is \( \lambda_{0.65} \). When we increase the width of the slab by \( \lambda_{0.65} \), the states \( n = 4, 7, 10, \ldots \) lie exactly at the same energy. This does not hold for energies far from 0.65 eV (different wavelengths) and the eigenenergy spectra become different. Nevertheless, in the narrow energy window from \(-1\) to 3 eV scanned in experiments, the energy spectra of both models are very similar and fit the experimental results quite well. As a mat-

FIG. 5. Electron density of a QWS in the 5 ML thick Pb overlayer on Cu(111) as calculated self-consistently (solid line) and compared to the free-standing Pb slab (dashed line) and the infinite-square-potential-well model (dashed-dotted line). The gray region denotes the Pb overlayer on Cu(111).
A calculation of effective width with \( \delta_0 \)

The disadvantage of the previous method for determining the positions of the confining barriers is a necessity to measure a large number of QWS eigenenergies in order to correctly label the quantum states. However, there exists methods in which the knowledge of the quantum number \( n \) is not needed.\(^{11,21–23,54} \) We now consider this kind of method and offer an improved formula for their application.

From the energy difference \( \Delta_n \) between two consecutive states,

\[
\Delta_n = E_{n+1} - E_n = \frac{\pi^2(2n + 1)}{2(D + \delta_0^2)},
\]

we obtain from Fig. 4 an effective thickness of the infinite-potential well

\[
D' = D + \delta_0 = k_0 \pi \Delta_n^{-1},
\]

is obtained, where \( D \) is the ideal overlayer thickness or, in the case of experiments, the measured thickness and \( k_0 = \pi(n + 0.5)/D' \) is a wave vector depending on \( n \) and \( D' \). \( \delta_0 \) takes into account, e.g., the effect of the electron spill out into the vacuum or into the substrate, the unknown thickness of the wetting layer, and effects due to stress or relaxation at the boundaries.

We consider QWSs in overlayers of different thickness and within a given window, e.g., the QWSs shown in Fig. 3. Then, by plotting \( D' \) as a function of \( D \) and by fitting to a straight line, the slope provides \( k_0 \) averaged over the energy window in question. For example, the theoretical data of Fig. 3 give \( k_0 = 0.88 a_0^{-1} \), which corresponds to the kinetic energy of 10.5 eV, i.e., an energy \( \sim 1 \) eV above the Fermi level. The intersection of the dashed straight line with the vertical axis in Fig. 6 gives \( \delta_0 = 14a_0 \). This value is much larger than the one obtained for the total shift of the potential barriers in Sec. IV. Namely, at the energy of 1 eV above the Fermi level we obtain from Fig. 4(b) that \( \delta_0 = 4.5a_0 \).

The method described above [Eq. (6)] has been used to determine the number of Pb wetting layers in STS experiments for Pb/Si(111). Our finding is that the method overestimates the distance between the confinement barriers. This may explain the large values\(^{11,21–23} \) obtained by this scheme in comparison to other experiments.\(^{7–9} \) The reason for this disagreement is the basic fact that Eqs. (5) and (6) correspond to the infinite-potential well, whereas a finite potential well is closer to reality. The infinite-square-potential-well model with the shifts \( \delta_0 \) of the confining barriers reproduces quite accurately the energy spectrum as is demonstrated in Fig. 7. But the determination of the \( \delta_0 \) value from the real energy spectrum cannot be done using this scheme because the energy eigenvalue differences \( \Delta_n \) between the consecutive states behave differently in the infinite-square-potential well and in real systems. The inset of Fig. 7 shows that the infinite-potential well results in a monotonically increasing \( \Delta_n \), whereas in the more realistic jellium model \( \Delta_n \) decreases close to the vacuum level. The wrong trend in the infinite-square-potential-well model is compensated by the erroneously large effective width of the Pb slab or overlayer obtained by applying Eq. (6). In Secs. V B and V C we suggest a method to overcome this effect.

B. Corrected formula for the calculation of \( \delta_0 \)

We propose to correct the overestimation inherent to Eq. (6) by introducing the effect of the finite potential barrier. This is done by assuming that the surface shift is energy dependent as \( \delta = \delta_0 + \delta(e) \). Here, \( \delta_0 \) is the mean value we want to determine. Our aim is to obtain information about the electron-conf confinement strength through the \( \delta_0 \) parameter, which is energy-independent but reproduces satisfactorily the energy spectrum (see Fig. 6). Nevertheless, it is necessary to use the energy-dependent \( \delta(e) \) function to obtain relevant \( \delta_0 \) values.

The energy difference between the successive states can be obtained to the first order as

\[
\Delta_n = \frac{de}{dn} = \frac{\pi^2 n^2}{D'^2} - \frac{\pi^2 n^2}{D'^2} \frac{d\delta(e)}{dn},
\]

where \( \delta(e) \) is the energy derivative of the surface shift. This equation has to be evaluated for a given \( n \). Note that for the
Here, it is accurate enough to use the $k_0$ obtained previously with Eq. (6). Omitting the dependence of $\delta$ on energy on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) at $(n+1/2)$. The corresponding $\delta$ is also evaluated at $(\varepsilon_{n+1}+\varepsilon_n)/2$ using the self-consistent $\delta$ values shown in Fig. 4(b). Then, rearranging the terms of Eq. (7) the corrected formula for the thickness casts as

$$D' = \pi k_0 \Delta_n^{-1} - k_0^2 \delta = D + \delta.$$  

Here, it is accurate enough to use the $k_0$ obtained previously with Eq. (6). Omitting the dependence of $\delta$ on energy on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) at $(n+1/2)$. The corresponding $\delta$ is also evaluated at $(\varepsilon_{n+1}+\varepsilon_n)/2$ using the self-consistent $\delta$ values shown in Fig. 4(b). Then, rearranging the terms of Eq. (7) the corrected formula for the thickness casts as

$$D' = \pi k_0 \Delta_n^{-1} - k_0^2 \delta = D + \delta.$$  

C. Analytical models for the $k^2\Delta$ correction

In order to apply the corrected scheme of the previous subsection, the energy-dependent derivative $\delta(\varepsilon)$ has to be known. We now study the reliability of different analytical models in its estimation, with the aim of extending the previous analysis to other substrates or overlayers without doing self-consistent electronic structure calculations.

The finite-square-potential-well model does not provide a correction large enough, because the potential is not a continuous function of energy. The $\delta$ values are too small [see Fig. 4(a)]. The image-potential model [Eq. (B5)] and the empiric phase shifts [Eq. (B6)] provide results in a much better agreement with experiments. We want to emphasize that even if the analytical phase shifts may not produce the same $\delta$ values as the self-consistent calculations, they reproduce reasonably well the energy derivative $\delta$ needed in the correction of Eq. (8).

Figure 8 shows the derivatives $\delta$ from the self-consistent calculation and from the analytical models of Appendix B. The agreement is quite good, even if the derivatives of the self-consistent calculation are generally smaller. Comparing self-consistent and analytical curves we note that small differences in the phases [Fig. 4] produce big differences in Fig. 8. We recommend the use of QWSs at intermediate energies when determining the overlayer thickness because the correction is smaller in that region.

Table I shows a collection of $\delta_0$ values obtained for several systems using different approximations. In addition to our theoretical results for the Pb/Cu(111) and the free-standing Pb slab systems we analyze our similar results for Na/Cu(111) and the experimental QWS spectrum of Pb/Cu(111) system. The “exact $\delta_0$” values are obtained by fitting a straight line through the exact results $D' = \pi n / \sqrt{2\varepsilon_n}$. In general, the uncorrected Eq. (6) gives, for the Pb systems, $\delta_0$ values nearly three times larger than the exact one. In contrast, the corrected value offers a submonolayer accuracy. For the Na/Cu(111) system the difference between the corrected and uncorrected $\delta_0$ is large as well. Although the wavelength of Na is larger than for Pb, $\delta_0$ does not scale with it because the Na/Cu(111) interface properties are different. Equation (8) applied to the experimental data gives $\delta_0 = 7.3a_0$ and $4.7a_0$, with the numerical and analytical corrections, respectively. It is noticeable that the analytical result is closer to the exact value $\delta_0 = 4.0a_0$. This can be explained by the correct description of the image potential by the analytical formula compared to the exponential LDA decay of the self-consistent one.

This method has been used mainly for Pb/Si(111). For that system, values of 3 ML have been reported in STM...
TABLE I. \( \delta_0 \) values determining the effective widths of the infinite-potential wells fitting the QWS energy spectra, as obtained from different theoretical and experimental schemes by using the uncorrected and corrected schemes of Eqs. (6) and (8), respectively. The maximum overlayer thickness (in ML) used in the fitting are given in the second column. The numbers in parenthesis give the linear regression errors. The QWS of the DFT calculations used in the fitting span the energy range from \(-1\) eV below Fermi level, i.e., from the bottom of the Cu(111) band gap, to \(-1\) eV below vacuum level (for Pb/Cu(111) corresponds to the experimentally measured energy range of QWS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Up to</th>
<th>( \delta_0 ) from Eq. (6)</th>
<th>( \delta_0 ) from Eq. (8) numerical correction</th>
<th>( \delta_0 ) from Eq. (8) analytical correction</th>
<th>Exact ( \delta_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free-standing Pb</td>
<td>10 ML</td>
<td>12(3)</td>
<td>5.5(0.6)</td>
<td>6(3)</td>
<td>3.9(0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb/Cu(111)</td>
<td>23 ML</td>
<td>12(1)</td>
<td>5(2)</td>
<td>3(2)</td>
<td>4.7(0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb/Cu(111)</td>
<td>10 ML</td>
<td>13(1)</td>
<td>6(1)</td>
<td>4(2)</td>
<td>4.8(0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiments(^{20})</td>
<td>24 ML</td>
<td>15(5)</td>
<td>7(5)</td>
<td>5(5)</td>
<td>4.0(0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na/Cu(111)</td>
<td>20 ML</td>
<td>7(3)</td>
<td>1(3)</td>
<td>3(4)</td>
<td>1.2(0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experiments, but with the corrected scheme we propose, it would be of one ML, as reported in other experiments.\(^7\)–\(^9\) In a recent paper\(^{54}\) concerning Pb/Cu(111), the energy differences are used to estimate the thickness of the slab to be 22 ML, while the comparison to our calculation suggests that it is only 20 ML.

When analyzing experiments, the \( \delta_0 \) value obtained by the corrected scheme of Eq. (8) can be used as an initial parameter to determine the \( n \) quantum number. Then, employing the exact equation to fit the energy spectrum, improved results are obtained.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed self-consistent DFT calculations to study the confinement barriers of electrons in Pb islands grown on the Cu(111) substrate. Additional calculations have been done for free-standing Pb slabs, for comparison. Pb has been described by stabilized jellium and the Cu(111) substrate by a 1D pseudopotential. The model reproduces the most important physical properties and gives results in good agreement with experiments.

The energies and wave functions of the quantum well states in the Pb slabs characterize the confinement barriers at the Pb-vacuum surface and at the Cu(111)-Pb interface. We have analyzed these states by using the phase accumulation model and by determining effective widths of infinite-potential wells reproducing the energies. The Pb-vacuum phase shift is in good agreement with more realistic pseudopotential calculations. The Cu(111)-Pb phase shift or the effective width of the potential well accounts for the confining strength of the Cu(111) energy gap. This strength is weaker than that of the Pb-vacuum barrier.

The information provided by our calculations and analysis allows one to improve the interpretation of QWS spectra measured by scanning tunneling spectroscopy. More specifically, we have shown that the formula commonly used in the literature results in the overestimation of the effective width of the infinite-potential well. We have offered an alternate expression to correct that deficiency, especially important for high electronic density (small \( \lambda_p \)) metals. The results obtained can be used to estimate the width of the potential well and to determine the quantum numbers for a more accurate analysis of the confinement barriers.

Finally, the 1D-pseudopotential scheme provides a method for future studies of nanostructures on solid surfaces. This work is focused on the Pb/Cu(111) system, but the analytical expressions derived from our analysis are general and the results can be qualitatively applied to metallic nanoslands on solid substrates, probed for instance with photoemission or STS.
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APPENDIX A: GENERATION OF THE CU(111) 1D PSEUDOPOTENTIAL

We have to obtain, first, an unscreened pseudopotential for periodic bulk calculations. Chulkov et al.\(^{55,56}\) proposed a fully screened 1D-model potential that varies only in the \( z \) direction perpendicular to the surface. The model potential is successfully used to study, for example, the dielectric response function and lifetimes of excited electron states.\(^{55–58}\) The crucial point here is the proper description of the energy band gap and work function. Moreover, the wave functions are correctly described not only outside the substrate, but also inside it. This is an important ingredient in the present application. Here we skip the surface part of the 1D pseudo-potential because we cover the Cu(111) surface with several ML of Pb. Nevertheless, it is also possible to build a pseudo-potential that reproduces the surface and image states.\(^{59}\) The bulk oscillating function of the 1D-model potential\(^{55,56}\) is
\[ V_{\text{model}}(z) = A_{10} + A_1 \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{d} z \right), \quad -\frac{d}{2} < z < \frac{d}{2}. \] (A1)

where \( d = 3.943 a_0 \) is the interlayer spacing in Cu in the [111] direction and \( A_{10} \) and \( A_1 \) are fitting parameters. Using periodic boundary conditions at \( \pm d/2 \) the Kohn-Sham equations are solved for the fixed \( V_{\text{eff}}(z) = V_{\text{model}}(z) \) potential. With the eigenfunctions obtained and with the experimental work function we calculate the electron-density profile. Integrating over \( z \) we obtain the mean density with \( r_s = 2.55 a_0 \). This value is close to the experimental \( r_s = 2.67 a_0 \) for Cu 4s electrons.

Once we have computed the density, it is straightforward to obtain the corresponding \( V_s(z) \) potential. It is more challenging to calculate the Hartree \( V_H(z) \) term because in the absence of vacuum the height of the surface dipole-barrier and the energy origin for the Hartree term inside the bulk are not known. To solve the problem we fix, provisionally, the zero of the Hartree potential to occur at the boundaries of the periodic cell. After adding a homogeneous neutralizing positive background of \( r_s = 2.55 a_0 \), the Hartree potential can be evaluated. Finally, we can calculate from Eq. (3) the unscreened and periodic pseudopotential \( V_p(z) \) by subtracting from the effective potential the \( V_H(z) \) and \( V_s(z) \) terms.

The pseudopotential obtained cannot be used in slab calculations yet because the zero of the \( V_H(z) \) potential was arbitrarily chosen in the previous step.

In a second step we build a semi-infinite Cu(111) slab by repeating the pseudopotential of 1 ML of Cu. The slab is thick enough to avoid interaction between surfaces and finite-size effects in determining the band structure. Then, enough vacuum is added on both sides to annul boundary effects at the borders of the calculation volume. In the self-consistent calculation for this system the electron density spills out of Cu(111) to the vacuum, giving rise to the dipole Coulomb barrier, which shifts the Fermi level (and the whole band structure including the energy gap) to the position that is not yet correct with respect to the vacuum level.

To correct the work function we shift the pseudopotential by a constant inside the Cu slab. Here we define the Cu(111) edge to be at half an interlayer spacing beyond the last atom plane. But the pseudopotential shift also changes the electron spilling into the vacuum and the dipole barrier. Thus, we find the potential shift iteratively so that the experimental value for the work function is recovered.

**APPENDIX B: PHASE ACCUMULATION MODEL FOR CONFINEMENT BARRIERS**

The phase accumulation model\(^{38}\) includes the features of the QWSs in a simple way, through the phase shifts at the limiting surfaces. For a Pb slab over Cu(111) it yields the following expression:

\[ 2k_z D + \phi_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}} + \phi_{\text{Pb-vac}} = 2\pi n - 1, \] (B1)

where \( k_z \) is the wave vector corresponding to the QWS kinetic energy, \( D \) is the width of the potential well to model the Pb film, \( \phi_{\text{Pb-vac}} \) and \( \phi_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}} \) are the phases of the eigenfunction accumulated at the Pb overlayer-vacuum and the Cu-substrate–Pb-overlayer interfaces, respectively, and \( n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \) is the quantum number of the QWS. For an infinitely deep square-potential well, the phase accumulated on each surface is \(-\pi\). It is more intuitive to apply the infinitely deep square-potential well so that \( \phi_{\text{Pb-vac}} = \phi_{\text{Cu-Pb}} + \tau \), but using an effective width \( D' = D + \delta_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}} + \delta_{\text{Pb-vac}} \) Then Eq. (B1) gives

\[ \delta_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}} + \delta_{\text{Pb-vac}} = \frac{\pi n}{k_z} - D. \] (B2)

Here, \( \delta_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}} \) and \( \delta_{\text{Pb-vac}} \) arise from the wave function penetration into the Cu(111) substrate and the spill out into the vacuum, respectively. The idea is that \( D' \) should give a reliable estimate of the actual thickness of the overlayer. Thus, as the phase shifts, the effective well width also depends on the QWS eigenenergy \( \epsilon_n \). It has been shown that the energy spectrum is very sensitive to the positions of the barriers and relatively insensitive to the barrier height.\(^{20}\) Therefore, a mean surface shift \( \delta_{\text{Cu-Pb}} \) can accurately reproduce the spectrum. According to Eqs. (B1) and (B2) the surface position shifts and phase shifts are related by

\[ \delta = \frac{\phi + \tau}{2k_z}. \] (B3)

Below we give two analytical expressions for the surface-vacuum phase shift, derived within the finite-potential-step and the image-potential models. The former gives the energy-dependent phase shift\(^{20,60}\)

\[ \phi_{\text{Pb-vac}} = 2 \arctan \left( -\frac{k_{\text{vac}}}{k_z} \right), \] (B4)

where \( k_{\text{vac}} = \sqrt{2|\epsilon|} \) and the energy eigenvalue \( \epsilon \) is measured with respect to the vacuum level. In Ref. 20 this model has also been used for the analysis of the Cu-Pb interface barrier. The image-potential model gives the phase shift\(^{61}\)

\[ \phi_{\text{Pb-vac}} = \pi \sqrt{\frac{3.4 \text{ eV}}{|\epsilon|}} - \pi. \] (B5)

The phase shift corresponding to the QWS’s wave functions penetrating into the Cu(111) depends on the position of the QWS energy eigenvalue relative to the energy band gap. For example, the empiric formula\(^{61}\)

\[ \phi_{\text{Cu(111)-Pb}} = 2 \arcsin \sqrt{\frac{\epsilon - \epsilon_L}{\epsilon_U - \epsilon_L}} - \pi \] (B6)

has been used, where \( \epsilon_U \) and \( \epsilon_L \) are the upper and lower edges of the band gap, respectively.